
S.No. Item. / Particulars. Quan-tity. Rate. Unit. Amount.

1.0 CIVIL WORKS:

1.1 DISMANTLING WORKS

Dismantling, clearing away and carefully stacking

useful materials for re-use and disposal of

unserviceable materials as directed by

Architect/Bank duly taking actual

premeasurements before dismantling including all

labour charges , overheads & contractor profit etc.,

complete. The rate should include necessary

finishing works like Brick work and plastering etc.

complete

1.1.1 Brick Masonry 5 Sqm

1.1.2 Windows 15 Each

Removing the shutters and glass of existing

windows and finishing with grinding etc., so that

it can be used as Grill.

1.2 PCC 1:4:8 75 Cum

Plain Cement Concrete (1:4:8) proportion nominal

mix (cement: fine aggregate: Coarse aggregate) for

levelling course in foundations using 40mm size

hard,machine crushed trap metal from approved

quarry including cost and conveyance of all

materials like cement, sand, coarse aggregate, water

etc. to site, including seigniorage charges, sales &

other taxes on all materials and including all

charges for machine mixing, laying concrete in

foundations ramming in 15 cm layers finishing top

surface to the required level curing etc., complete

for finished item of work. 

1.3 BRICK MASONRY:

1.3.1 230MM BRICK MASONRY: 1 CUM

Providing and constructing brick masonry walls

230 mm thick for superstructure in CM 1:6

proportion using table moulded bricks having

crushing strength of not less than 70 Kgs/cm2 and

water absorption not exceeding 20% by weight, as

per drawings and directions. The rates to include

curing, centering, scaffolding etc., complete etc.,

complete as per drawings & directions.

1.3.2 115 MM BRICK MASONRY: 5 Sqm

PROPOSED CIVIL AND SANITARY WORKS FOR STATE BANK OF INDIA,

HUZURNAGAR BRANCH, TELANGANA STATE.

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITIES AND DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS.



Providing and constructing brick masonry walls

115mm thick for superstructure in CM 1:4

proportion using table moulded bricks having

crushing strength of not less than 70 Kgs/cm2 and

water absorption not exceeding 20% by weight, and

laying cement concrete with proportion 1:2:4 using

12mm - 20mm gauge down graded machine

crushed metal & best quality sand on brick wall at

approximately 900mm intervals and 75mm thick

including supplying and fabricating 1nos 6mm dia

bar placed horizontally in each bed as per drawings

and directions. The 6mm dia bar to be properly

embedded in column/wall at each junction. The

rates to include curing, centering, scaffolding etc.,

complete etc., complete as per drawings &

directions.

1.4 VRCC WORKS: (VIBRATED REINFORCED

CEMENT CONCRETE WORKS) M25

Supply and placing of the Concrete M 25 grade

corresponding to IS 456 with minimum cement

content of 380 kgs per 1 cum of concrete using

WEIGH BATCHER / MIXER with 20mm size

graded machine crushed hard granite metal (coarse

aggregate - as per IS 383 - 1970 and IS 2386 Part 1 to

Part 8) from approved quarry including cost and

conveyance of all materials like cement, fine

aggregate (sand) coarse aggregate, water etc., to site

and sales & other taxes on all materials, centering

using Casurina Ballies, Bamboos, Wooden Reapers,

Runners, Wood Posts, Wall Plates etc., including all

operational, incidental and labour charges such as

weigh batching, machine mixing, lifting of concrete

manually, laying concrete, curing , overheads &

contractors profit etc., complete but excluding cost

of steel and its fabrication charges for finished item

of work. RMC may be used with the approval of

BANK / ARCHITECT 

1.4.1  RCC LINTELS: 1 Cum

1.5 SCREED CONCRETING 670 Sqm



Providing and laying of Screed concrete in

proportion of 1:1.5:3 (Cement: Sand:Baby Chips of

6mm size) to the required slope towards the drain

with finishing on an average of 50mm thick to be

placed after chipping of flooring and cure for a few

days/as instructed by the architect, finished

smooth with a floating coat of neat cement and

thread lining at regular intervals of 45cmx45cm

including cost and conveyance of all materials like

cement, sand, water etc., to site, including sales &

other taxes on all materials, and all operational,

incidental charges on materials and including cost

of all labour charges for mixing mortar, finishing,

lift charges, curing, as directed by Client/Architect

etc., and overheads & contractors profit complete

for finished item of work.

1.6 STEEL REINFORCEMENT: 100 Kgs

Providing Thermo Mechanically Treated (TMT) (Fe

500 grade as per IS 1786-1979) of different

diameters for RCC works , including labour

charges for straightening, cutting, bending to

required sizes and shapes, placing in position with

cover blocks of approved materials and size and

tying and lap-splicing with binding wire of 18

SWG, forming grills for reinforcement work as per

approved designs and drawings, including cost

and conveyance of steel bars, including all

wastages such as overlaps, couplings, chairs, spacer

bars including cost and conveyance of binding

wire, cover blocks and all incidental, operational,

labour charges such as cutting, bending, placing in

position, tying including sales and other taxes on

all materials etc. ,and overheads & contractors

profit complete for finished item of work.

1.7 12MM THICK  PLASTERING: 30 Sqm



Plastering 12mm thick in two coats using screened

sand with base coat of 8mm thick in CM (1:6) and

top coat of 4mm thick in CM (1:4) with dubara

sponge finishing including cost and conveyance of

all materials like cement, sand, water etc., to site,

including sales & other taxes on all materials, and

all operational, incidental charges on materials and

including cost of all labour charges for mixing

mortar, finishing, scaffolding, lift charges, curing,

including cutting grooves as directed by

theArchitect/Bank etc., and overheads &

contractors profit complete for finished item of

work.

1.8 TERRACE WATER PROOFING: 670 Sqm

Cleaning the floor/wall Mechanically including

wire brushing remove all loose particles of cement

motor, oils from the flooring. Later with a water jet

clean all the flooring 24 hours before the work

starts. Mix a part of aqueous dispersion of

acrylate/styrene co polymer with an elongation of

1200 % with 1.25 Kg microfine cement (4-5-micron

particle size) at a coverage of 30-35 sq.ft. per liter in

2 coats (Eg a 20 Liters can will cover 600 sq.ft. in 2

coats). Apply the 1st coat vertically leave for 24

hours & then apply the 2nd coat in a horizontal

fashion. (if plastering has to be done sprinkle any

rough sand to make the surface rough & then

plaster) cure for a few days/as instructed by the

theArchitect/Bank. Plaster with cement fibers.

1.9 FLOORING

1.9.1 ANTI SKID CERAMIC TILES FLOORING: 25 Sqm



Providing & laying flooring with edge cut Ceramic

Tiles of JHONSON / CENGRES / MARBITO /

SIMPOLO / RAK /KAJARIA / NITCO /

SOMANY or approved equivalent make, shade and

colour of 300mm x 300mm size of 7.3mm thickness

laid over laid over a flooring bed of 50mm to 75mm

thick or more in CM 1:8 proportion including neat

cement slurry of honey like consistency spread at

the rate of 3.3 Kgs cement per Sq.M. before laying

tiles on base coat and filling the joints with white

cement or colour cement to match the shade of tiles

including cost of base coat, cement slurry, jointing

material and cost and conveyance of all materials

viz., cement, sand, water, ceramic tiles, white or

coloured cement etc., to site, cost of seigniorage

charges on materials, labour charges for all

operations etc., complete as directed, curing etc.,

complete for finished item of work. Alternatively

approved make Tile adhesive and jointing

compound can be used without any extra cost.

(Johnson - Coordinate Floor Tile - BARSTOW DK -

300mm x 300mm). The Rate should also include

dismantling, clearing away disposal materials as

directed by Architect / Bank

1.9.2 GLAZED TILES DADO WORK:

Providing & laying Glazed Tiles Dado work with

Johnson - Wall Ties Collection or approved

equivalent make tiles of specified size and series

mentioned to be fixed to the plastered walls using

tile adhesive (Laticrete-290 or equivalent) and

filling the joints with epoxy grout of approved

make and colour to match the shade of tiles

including cost of base coat, cement slurry, jointing

material and conveyance of all materials viz.,

cement, sand, water, ceramic tiles, white or

coloured cement etc., to site, cost of seigniorage

charges on materials, labour charges for all

operations etc., complete as directed, curing etc.,

complete for finished item of work. The Rate

should also include dismantling, clearing away

disposal materials  as directed by Architect / Bank.           

1.9.2.1 BODY TILES: 75 Sqm

BODY TILES: Same as item no 20 mentioned above

but for the following specified tile work etc.,

complete as directed. [Johnson make - BARSTOW

LT - 600 x 300mm.]

1.9.2.2 HIGH LIGHER TILES: 25 Sqm



HIGH LIGHER TILES: Same as item 3.3 mentioned

above but for the following specified tile work etc.,

complete as directed. [Johnson make - BARSTOW

DK - 600 x 300mm.]

1.9.3 CHEQUERED TILES FLOORING 460 Sqm

Flooring with chequered terrazo tiles of 30mm thick 

(dark shade) of size 0.305m x 0.305m set over base

coat of cement mortar (1:6), 12 mm thick using

screened sand over CC bed alredy laid or RCC roof

slab including neat cement slurry of honey like

consistency spread @ 3.3 kgs per sqm and jointed

with neat white cement to full depth mixed with

pigment of matching shade including cost and

conveyance of all materials like cement, sand, water

and tiles etc.,and overheads & contractors profit

complete for finished item of work. 

1.10 ALUMINIUM WINDOW: 40 Sqm

Fabrication, supply and fixing in position fully

glazed sliding windows with two sliding shutters

all of 1200mm height and fixed glazing portion on

top 300mm height as per drawing using extruded

aluminum sections with a brown anodic coating of

thickness not less that 15 micrometers using

standard sections as per drawing and fixtures of

approved make and 5.5mm thick tinted (dark

brown) glass free from distortion with suitable

weatherproof rubber beading and 1.27mm thick

glazing clips @ 0.175 Kg/m, Shutter knobs / handle

with locking arrangement.The rate should include

providing, fabricating and fixing MS grille made

with 50mm x 50mm angle alround and 10mm

square rods as shown in drawing.The window

shall be fixed in position to plumb and alignment

using necessary holding arrangements with all

accessories including nuts, bolts, screws etc.,

complete and as directed theArchitect/Bank.

4.11 MS GRILL:



Supplying and fixing of MS GRILL made of 50mm

X 50mm X 6mm angle and 16mm square guard

bars at 125mm c/c for fixing in the fixed panels of

windows as per the approved drawing including

cutting the bars to required length , welding ,

painting with Zinc chromite single coat including

cost and conveyance of all materials , labour

charges etc. complete for finished item of work The

Rate should also include dismantling, clearing

away and and disposal materials as directed by

Architect / Bank.

Sqm

1.11  PAINTING

1.11.1 EXTERNAL PAINTING APEX PAINT 1500 Sqm

Supply & application of one coat water based

cement primer of exterior grade II and two coats of

Apex Ultima Tek paint having VOC (Volatile

Organic Compound) content less than 50

grams/litre for exterior walls including cost and

conveyance of all materials to site, incidental,

operational and all labour charges etc.,and

overheads & contractors profit complete for

finished item of work in all floors The Rate should

also include dismantling, clearing away and and

disposal materials  as directed by Architect / Bank.

1.11.2 SYNTHETIC ENAMEL PAINTING 150 Sqm

Painting to new MS Grill for windows with

painting two coats of synthetic enamel paint Grade-

I VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) content less

than 50 grams/litre of approved shade including

cost and conveyance of all materials to site cost of

primer coat and all labour charges etc. complete

including applying sand paper for neat finish and

overheads & contractors profit complete in all

floors. The Rate should also include dismantling,

clearing away and and disposal materials as

directed by Architect / Bank. 

1.11.3 OIL BOUND DISTEMPER PAINTING: 1100 Sqm

Cleaning the surface of the wall and then applying

a minimum of two / three coats of oil bound

distemper of Asian or equivalent make of

approved shade to give a uniform and neat finish

including cost of all materials necessary scaffolding

etc., complete as directed.

2.0  SANITARY WORKS:

2.1 SANITARY AND WATER SUPLY PIPE WORKS:



2.1.1 150MM DIA SWG (STONE WARE GLAZED)

PIPES:

30 Rmt.

Supplying, laying, filling, jointing and testing SWG

SP-1 pipe conforming to ISI 651 & 4127 with air

tight Cement joints in CM (1.5:1) prop. including

excavation of trenches and socket pits in any soil

(except rock requiring blasting) and refilling with

watering and tamping to the required slope

including cost and conveyance of all materials to

site and all labour charges , overheads & contractor

profit etc., complete for finished item of work.

2.1.2 SOIL WASTE RAIN - (PVC) PIPES:

Supplying and laying of 160mm diameter Soil

Waste pipe of approved make and quality to the

required slopes, alignments, as per drawings,

making joints with proper sealent including

necessary excavation, refilling, consolidating earth

and disposing of excess earth and cradling with

PCC 1:4:8 and also including providing and fixing

of necessary specials like tees and bends wherever

necessary etc., complete as directed.

2.1.2.1 110MM DIA SWR PIPES: 100 Rmt.

2.1.2.2 75MM DIA SWR PIPES: 30 Rmt.

2.1.3 CPVC PIPES:

Supplying and fixing in position of following

diameter CPVC pipes of approved make and

quality confirming to BIS specifications including

all necessary specials like couplings, unions,

flanges, tees, elbows, bends, plugs etc., and

excavation in all types of soils upto required depth,

refilling, concealing pipeline by chasing walls or

constructing brick masonry pedestals wherever

required, MS clamps, wooden blocks, Bombay nails

anti-corrosive painting etc., complete as per

drawings and directions.

2.1.3.1 50MM DIA CPVC PIPES: 10 Rmt.

2.1.3.2 35MM DIA CPVC PIPES: 25 Rmt.

2.1.3.3 25MM DIA CPVC PIPES: 40 Rmt.

2.1.3.4 15MM DIA CPVC PIPES: 60 Rmt.

2.1.4 NAHANI TRAP: 8 Each.



Supplying & fixing CI Nahany traps 1st quality ISI

marked conforming to IS:1729-1979 with C.P.

Grating fixing with white cement as per site

requirements with standard practice for 100 mm

dia Inlet- 75 mm (3") outlet pipe - 4 Kgs

2.1.5 GULLY GRAP : 3 Each.

Supplying and fixing of SWG Gully traps 150mm x

100mm of ISI make confirming to IS 651 & 4127

with C.I grating & constructing cement brick

masonry in CM (1:6) prop., intermediate chamber

and fitted with 304.8 mm X 288.6 mm (12"x9") C.I

Frame with hinged cover of standard make as

approved including cost and conveyance of all

materials to site, labour charges, overheads &

contractors profit etc., complete for finished item of

work.

2.1.6 INSPECTION CHAMBERS: 5 Each.

Constructing 457.2 mm x 457.2 mm (1'6"x1'6") brick

in CM 1:6 prop. Masonry. Inspection chamber upto

914.4 mm (3'0") and fitted with light weight 457.2

mm x 457.2 mm (1'6"x1'6") C.I frame and cover of

20 Kg including cost and conveyance of all

materials like cement, sand, bricks, water etc., to

site, cost of seigniorage charges on all materials and

all incidental and operational, labour charges like

mixing cement mortar, constructing masonry, lift

charges, curing , overheads & contractors profit

etc., complete for finished item of work as per

Standard specification.

2.1.7 PVC WATER TANK: 1 Each.

Providing and placing on terrace (at all floor

levels)polyetheylene water storage tank with

double layer approved brand and manufacture

with cover and suitable locking arrangement and

making necessary holes for inlet and outlets and

over flow pipes but without fittings and base

support for tanks including cost and conveyance of

all materials and labour charges , overheads &

contractors profit complete for finished item of

work.2000 lit.

2.2 SANITARY FIXTURES:

2.2.1 EWC - EUROPEAN WATER CLOSET: 3 Each.



EUROPEAN WATER CLOSET: (Jaguar -

Continental - Cat. No. CNS-WHT-961S.) EWC -

Wall Hung, with soft close seat and cover of Jaguar

or approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials for fixing and placing in position viz.,

long bend, wall support bolts etc., complete as

directed.

2.2.2 HALF PEDESTAL WASH BASIN: 3 Each.

HALF PEDESTAL WASH BASIN: (Jaguar -

Continental - Cat. No. CNS-WHT-301.)     Wash 

Basin with Integrated Half Pedestal of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., Bottle Trap extention arrangement

for fixing and placing in position etc., complete as

directed.

2.2.3 URINALS: 2 Each.

URINAL: (Jaquar - Continental - Cat. No. URS-

WHT-132530.) Supplying & Fixing Jaquar urinal

with auto closing urinal flush valve Cat. No. PRS -

CHR- 077 with Jaquar Bottle Trap (With internal

partation) Cat. No. ALD -CHR- 769L 300 X 300

and Jaquar 32mm waste coupling half thread Cat.

No. ALD -CHR- 709 ncluding cost and conveyance

of all materials to site, for finished item of work for

all floors etc.

2.2.4 URINALS - DIVISION PLATE 2 Each.

Supplying & Fixing Jaquar New Division plate Cat.

No. JSE- CHR- 810UC450X including cost and

conveyance of all materials and labour charges etc.

2.3 SANITARY FAUCETS:

2.3.1 HEALTH FAUCET: 3 Each.

HEALTH FAUCET: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No.

ALD-CHR-656.) Hand Shower with (Health

Faucet) with One meter length extension of Jaguar

or approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., arrangement for fixing and placing

in position etc., complete as directed.

2.3.2 ANGLE COCK: 8 Each.

ANGULAR STOP COCK WITH WALL FLANGE:

(Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No. VGP-CHR-81053)

Angular Stop Cock with Wall Flange of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., arrangement for fixing and placing

in position etc., complete as directed.

2.3.3 PILLAR COCK: 3 Each.



PILLAR COCK: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No.

VGP-CHR-81001) Pillar Cock of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., arrangement for fixing and placing

in position etc., complete as directed.

2.3.4 CONCEALED FLUSH CISTERN WITH FLOOR

MOUNTING FRAME:

3 Each.

CONCEALED CISTERN WITH FLOOR

MOUNTING FRAME - Jaguar - Cat. No. JCS-WHT-

2400FS. Providing and fixing of Single Piece Slim

Concealed Cistern with Floor Mounting Frame,

Installation Kit, " S - Type " Drain Pipe Connection

Set for Wall Hung WC of Jaguar or approved

equivalent make with wall brackets etc.,  The cost to 

include the cistern its allied components, its proper

fixing, testing, commissioning etc., for a finished

item of work etc., complete as directed.

2.3.5 CISTERN FLUSH PLATE: 3 Each.

CISTERN CONTROL FLUSH PLATE - Jaguar -

Cat. No. JCP-CHR-812415. Providing and fixing of

Control Plate - Vignette Prime (K5140) of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make. The cost to include the

cistern its allied components, its proper fixing,

testing, commissioning etc., for a finished item of

work etc., complete as directed.

2.3.6 BOTTLE TRAP: 5 Each.

BOTTLE TRAP: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No.

ALD-CHR-769L300X300) Bottle Trap of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., arrangement for fixing and placing

in position etc., complete as directed.

2.3.7 WASTE COUPLING: 5 Each.

WASTE COUPLING: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat.

No. ALD-CHR-709) Waste Coupling, 32mm Half

Thread of Jaguar or approved equivalent make

with all necessary materials viz., arrangement for

fixing and placing in position etc., complete as

directed.

2.3.8 TOWEL RING: 3 Each.

TOWEL RING: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No.

ACN-CHR-1121BN) Towel Ring with Round

Flange of Jaguar or approved equivalent make with

all necessary materials viz., arrangement for fixing

and placing in position etc., complete as directed.



2.3.9 SOAP DISH: 3 Each.

SOAP DISH: (Jaguar - Continental - Cat. No. ACN-

CHR-1131N) Soap Dish Holder of Jaguar or

approved equivalent make with all necessary

materials viz., arrangement for fixing and placing

in position etc., complete as directed.

2.3.10 MIRROR: 3 Each.

Providing, making and placing in position Toilet

Mirrors with Ledge of overall size 600mm x 900mm

made in 19mm plywood backing with 1mm

laminate as specified above and 100mm ledge made 

with 19mm plywood with 1mm laminate as

specified above including 8mm thick mirror with

19mm plywood 75mm alround with 1mm laminate

as specified above and 20mm x 20mm beech wood

beading all round the mirror. All exposed faces to

have 1mm laminate and all unexposed faces to

have two coats of synthetic enamel paint, all edges

of plywood / blockboard to have 20mm x 6mm

beech wood edge lipping. All beech wooden

members to have melamine spray polish finish.

The rate should include all necessary hardware,

back hole frame fixing etc., as per drawings and

directions.

TOTAL FOR CIVIL AND SANITARY WORKS RS.

TOTAL: RS.

LESS DISCOUNT IF ANY: RS.

NET  TOTAL: RS.

GST should not be included in the above amount.

(Signature and Seal of the Contractor.)

(Rupees______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________Only.)


